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… more on GOING LOCAL!

HERR SCHMIDT, HERRE KLINK, HERR LIPP, HERR ROTTWEILER
– I HEAR FOREIGNERS ARE COMING TO OUR TOWN!...

________________________

New centre rolls out red carpet: Abbott
Michael Owen, SA political reporter,
reporter The Australian, November 04, 2010 12:00AM

Tony Abbott, second left [Leader of State Opposition Isobel Redmond next to him] walks through the Inverbrackie
housing estate in the Adelaide Hills yesterday. Picture: Kelly Barnes Source: The Australian
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PROCESSING asylum-seekers in "idyllic" areas was
like rolling out the "red carpet" to people-smugglers,
Tony Abbott said yesterday.
The Opposition Leader capitalised on community anger in the
Adelaide Hills over the Gillard government's handling of
plans for a new detention centre in the picturesque region.
Mr Abbott led a tour of the Inverbrackie housing estate near
the Woodside army barracks before attending a community
forum at a hall in the nearby town of Woodside.
His shameless political strategy was in stark contrast to
Immigration Minister Chris Bowen, who came under fire for
secretly touring the estate on Monday and then avoiding
angry local residents by holding a closed meeting in another
town 20km away.
"This is obviously quite an idyllic part of Australia and
bringing asylum-seekers to a place like this is hardly sending
the right message to the tens of thousands of potential
boatpeople in our region," Mr Abbott, who was denied access
by the Immigration Department inside the modest brick
homes, said yesterday.
"I think bringing asylum-seekers to an area like this is
basically saying to the people-smugglers and their customers
that the welcome mat is out, that the red-carpet treatment
is available and it's the last thing that the government
should be doing."
Mr Abbott directly linked Tuesday night's interception of two
boats carrying more than 140 asylum-seekers with the

government's announcement to open the Inverbrackie estate
next month for 400 people in family groups.
"Don't send what would effectively be a picture postcard to
the people-smugglers, 'Come to Inverbrackie'," he said.
At the town hall meeting of about 200 concerned residents,
Mr Abbott received cheers and applause for asserting, "First
of all we've got to stop the boats". He said a Coalition
government would reopen an offshore processing centre in
Nauru.
"I don't get the impression from anyone in this room that
this is not an open and welcoming community," Mr Abbott
said before spending 90 minutes mingling and chatting with
residents, including Holocaust denier Fredrick Toben.
"Tony and I go back a long time, but I am also a concerned
citizen," Dr Toben said.
Greens spokeswoman Sarah Hanson-Young accused Mr
Abbott of "hijacking community concerns to whip up fear".
Most residents continued to express anger with the
government for not consulting before announcing its plan.
Mr Bowen last night said the government was focused on
ensuring the new centre provided "economic benefit" to the
local community.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/newcentre-rolls-out-red-carpet-abbott/story-fn59niix1225947497054

_______________________

Strange case of Dr Toben and Mr Abbott
Philip Coorey November 5, 2010
TONY ABBOTT'S journalistic past has returned to haunt him
Why not mention my time spent in two SA prisons? Now go
with a controversial character about whom he once wrote
and wash your mind and hands – you have been exposed to a
laying claim to being an old acquaintance.
mindset that fearlessly dissents and critically evaluates the
When Mr Abbott attended a community rally in the Adelaide
official conspiracy theory of Holocaust-Shoah, namely that
Hills on Wednesday to rail against plans to house 400 asylum
Germans during World War Two systematically exterminated
seekers near the Woodside army barracks, he was approached
European Jewry in homicidal gas chambers, and concludes
for a chat by the well-known Holocaust denier, Fredrick Toben.
that this narrative is full of war-time propaganda and lies.
Dr Toben, who lives in Adelaide and has done jail time in his
native Germany for his views, told The Australian newspaper
Of course, FOR THE RECORD, I also claim that the official
that ''Tony and I go back a long time''. Yesterday he repeated
conspiracy theory of 9/11, that a group of Arabic-speaking
the claim to the Herald but declined to go into detail.
individuals perpetrated the 11 September 2001 tragedy, is a
Dr Toben, who is used to politicians fleeing when he comes
technical nonsense.
near them, said he admired Mr Abbott because ''he has no fear
However, the setting of this new dialectic was needed when
of guilt by association'. This makes him in many respects a
the
old
–
Soviet
Union/Marxism
v
Liberal
man of the people,'' he said.
democracies/capitalism
–
imploded,
and
international
Mr Abbott's office said his only association with Dr Toben was
in 1987 when the Opposition Leader was working for The
capitalism needed another effective deflective dialectic to
Bulletin magazine.
continue its global outreach work of sucking the life-blood out
Back then, he wrote an article about Dr Toben being sacked as
of nation states.
a school teacher, supposedly for incompetence. Dr Toben's
Note that 9/11 occurred four days after the 28 August-7
classes were reportedly ''unruly and that his teaching methods
September 2001 Durban, South Africa, United Nations
were inappropriate''.www.smh.com.au/.../strange-case-of-drConference
on
racism
&
xenophobia
had
solidly
toben-and-mr-abbott-20101104-17fv9.html
and
www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/strange-case-of-drcondemned the Zionist, racist, apartheid state of Israel.
toben-and-mr-abbott-20101104-17fv9.html
Miraculously 9/11 reversed this and Israel was warmly
*******
embraced into the western liberal democracies and the world
From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
of Islam, the Muslim peoples, was declared to be behind the
Sent: Friday, 5 November 2010 1:27 PM
new world terrorism.
To: pcoorey@fairfaxmedia.com.au
This story is on-going, of course, as you well know. Still, The
Subject: Strange case of Dr Toben and Mr Abbott
Holocaust-Shoah lies have lasted over 60 years while the WMD
of 2003 didn’t even last more than a few months, while 9/11
Phillip, me mate!
made it past 12 months but was shaky from the start.
Why ‘strange case’ ?
Cheers, Fredrick.
Why ‘controversial character’?

***

Why ‘haunt him’?
Why ‘Holocaust denier’?

Abbott goes into denial over photo
NICK BUTTERLY, CANBERRA, The West Australian November 5, 2010, 2:15 am
Tony Abbott has distanced himself from a renowned
Holocaust denier after being photographed with him at a

public meeting about
detention centre.

the

building

of

an

immigration
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Fredrick Toben, who has been jailed in Australia and
Germany for publishing anti-Semitic material and for
declaring there were no mass killings of Jews during World
War II, has claimed he and the Opposition Leader were close
and "went back a long time".
Dr Toben was pictured standing with Mr Abbott during a
community forum in the Adelaide Hills on Wednesday to
discuss the building of a detention centre to hold asylum
seeker family groups.
Mr Abbott had been at the meeting as part of an attempt by
the Opposition to hammer home its attack on the
Government for its decision to build new detention camps in
Adelaide and WA.
"I love Tony Abbott as a politician because he has no fear of
this guilt by association principle," Dr Toben said yesterday.
"When most politicians see me they run away because they
are crippled because of some sort of Zionist guilt."
Mr Abbott was quick to deny any association with the South
Australian, explaining the only dealings he had ever had with
Dr Toben had been when he was a reporter for The Bulletin
Magazine during the 1980s.

"There is no personal relationship," a spokesman said.
The 1987 article was about Dr Toben's sacking as a
schoolteacher for "incompetence".
Senator Nick Xenophon said all kinds of people approached
politicians at community events.
"If Mr Abbott wants to stand on an issue that's OK but he's
got to be careful who he is standing next to," he said.
Meanwhile, another two boatloads of asylum seekers arrived
in Australian waters off Christmas Island on Wednesday
night, talking the number of boat people to arrive this year
to 5547 - a record number.
One carried 11 passengers and the other 71.
http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a//breaking/826
1276/abbott-goes-into-denial-over-photo/

*****

F Töben comments: I have never stated that I was ‘close’
to Tony Abbott. In this respect South Australian Senator Nick
Xenophon is still a little immature – he is one fellow who
dashes off when he sees me.

***

___________________________________

FRIENDS LIKE THESE:
Australia’s leading anti-Semite claims Tony Abbott and he “go back a long time”
By Andrew Landeryou ⋅ November 4, 2010

Mr Abbott talks to Holocaust denier Fredrick Töben yesterday Picture: Kelly Barnes
Australia’s leading anti-Semite Fredrick Töben yesterday
And give them free housing (and a free car and
claimed an association with the federal leader of the
matching nipple ring Mike Laker style).
parliamentary Liberal party Tony Abbott, telling The
The loon has spent most of his days arguing the Holocaust is
Australian:
a “conspiracy theory” which – even if it happened – had
“Tony and I go back a long time.”
nothing to do with Adolf Hitler. Echoing Israel-haters in
His claim followed Abbott and Töben having a chat after a
academic and media circles Töben argues that:
protest meeting addressed by the Opposition Leader of
the
current
U.S.
government
is
influenced
by
Adelaide residents complaining about the imminent arrival of
world Zionist considerations to retain the survival of the
asylum seekers in their neighbourhood.
European colonial, apartheid, Zionist, racist entity of Israel.
It might have been best for Abbott to turn his back on the
VEXNEWS understands that Tony Abbott’s interlocutor is still
leading Holocaust denier and convicted criminal rather than
currently a fugitive from German justice after initially
have a polite chat with the man who served a seven month
defeating an extradition order from German authorities so he
sentence for “offending the memory of the dead” in Germany
could face trial there for publishing racist and xenophobic
in relation to his Holocaust denial activities. He also did a
material online.
stretch in Australian jail for contempt of court after
We doubt Abbott is as effusive about Töben as Töben is
breaching a court order that he not publish material vilifying
about Abbott but there couldn’t be a worse look for the
Jewish people.
federal Liberals as they make their legitimate points about
Töben is nauseating enough to convince even those most
the racket of people smuggling and the soaring number of
worried about the security of our borders that we should
unauthorised arrivals by boat since the Rudd/Gillard
immediately admit to the country everyone he doesn’t like.
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governments stopped discouraging these arrivals by sending
people to an undesirable location in Nauru.
Debates about immigration are very easily hijacked by bigots
and lunatics. While there’s political mileage in talking about

the stopping the boats, we hope Abbott does a lot better at
shunning the loons.
We note that Abbott is a staunch friend of Israel and of the
Jewish community.

___________________________

⋅ DISCUSSION
COMMENTS FOR “FRIENDS LIKE THESE:
AUSTRALIA’S LEADING ANTI-SEMITE CLAIMS TONY ABBOTT AND HE “GO BACK A LONG TIME””
1. I have had nothing to do with Mr Toben no matter what
you may hear. Neither he nor his institute have ever given
me money or ran third party campaigns against my
opponents.
Posted by Pisstopher Chryne | November 4, 2010, 9:49
2. Toben runs a think tank, the Adelaide Institute, that is
supposed to be an educational institution, a glorified TAFE
College. But it isn’t. Gerald Henderson, who runs the Sydney
Institute, an organisation with a much better pedigree, is
offended that his organisation is put in the same category as
Toben’s one in the so called city of Churches.
The views of the Adelaide Institute, for example the
comment “anti-semitism is a disease. You get it from Jews,”
are offensive to all Jewish people. So are the false claims
denying the existence of the holocaust. Didn’t Iran invite
Toben as a keynote speaker to a holocaust deniers
conference? Stay away from that man Mr Abbott.
Posted by anon | November 4, 2010, 10:25
3. I’d like Tony to slip me something long and hard.
Posted by Pissy Chryne | November 4, 2010, 12:08
4. Heaven forbid somebody, anybody tell the truth and give
their free opinions of jews in Australia.
You here at Vexnews supposedly support free speech, but
only if it isn’t critical of your little tribe and the criminal State
of Israel.
Posted by Brett Logan | November 4, 2010, 13:51
5. Unfortunately, Tony Abbott’s minders appear to let any
Israel/Jew-hating fuckwit near him.
I still think Abbott’s polls would go through the roof if he
simply headbutted some of these arseholes and walked away
laughing.
Posted by Dan Lewis | November 4, 2010, 22:47
6. Holocaust “believers” are the only people in the world that
FEAR discussion about their event! AMAZING! Why is that I
wonder….every other group of people that have had a
genocide against them WELCOME discussion.
7. Truth is the worst enemy of liars.
8. Toben fears no discussion, so why not put him in his place
in a public forum where the holocaust is open for all to see,
and answer his questions truthfully and honestly. What is the
problem with that? If there is nothing to hide, why be so
against discussion?
By your very actions people are becoming more suspicious
of the whole event.
I like many, used to believe the holocaust, until my own
questions went unanswered, and they are legitimate and I
thought easy to answer, but apparently not.
No matter what jews do from here on, they cannot stop
people from discovering the truth.
The ONLY thing jews can do is round up all the holocaust
deniers and execute them. That’s ultimately what you want
isn’t it?
To do to the world what you did to 40 million Russians
between 1917-53? What about the Katyn forest?
Might as well execute all the climate change deniers while
you are at it, and why not all those that think killing innocent

Palestinian kids as well? How many jewish kids have died in
the last 40 years in Israel?
All this is coming out, and no matter what you do, you can’t
stop it.
Posted by Bob | November 5, 2010, 7:37
9. 1. Please be advised that Mr Peter Hartung is the Director
of Adelaide Institute. He continues to delve and probe into
official conspiracy theories, such as 9/11 and HolocaustShoah inversion.
2. The tone adopted by Andrew Lander-you in his article
makes him a PRIME UGLY.
3. Guilt-by-association is Lander-you’s message, something
mature individuals who value free expression reject outright,
as does any journalist who thinks deeply about vital issues.
How else are you to gain information when the mind is
closed.
4. Lander-you’s mindset exemplifies what a PRIME UGLY’s
conceptual prison looks like: a deeply authoritarian selfconsuming, below-the-belt rummaging in hate and selfloathing, the well-spring of which is his infantile infatuation
to find a scapegoat – in the form of the Comedy Company’s
“DOLLY DID IT!”
5. Of course he loves to embrace all those official conspiracy
theories that, so he thinks, enable him to be an arbiter of
truth and standards, and thereby receive social acceptance
and recognition.
6. He still cares what others think of him, and that’s a
school-boy characteristic.
7. Then again, Lander-you does not seem to me to be
interested in embracing such concepts as beauty, truth,
justice and honour because his value system can only
produce agitation propaganda.
Cheers, Fredrick Töben, Adelaide
Posted by Fredrick Toben | November 5, 2010, 8:17
10. Hello Andrew. I have spent the past ten years in a
fruitless search for hard evidence that would show the
‘Holocaust’ really happened beyond a shadow of a doubt.
Would you happen to know of the existence of such evidence
and if so would you tell me where it is to be found so that I
can present it to Herr Doktor Toben and the many others like
him? With my thanks in anticipation of your hoped-for muchneeded assistance.
Posted by Peter Wakefield Sault | November 5, 2010,
9:11
11. I see Fredrick is up bright and chipper early this
morning, rather than having a sleep in, must mean that next
weeks dole week.
Posted by very old | November 5, 2010, 9:22
12. Dear Andrew. I love, love, love you. I love the way you
avoid those outmoded conventions of reason, decency, truth
and fact in favour of beautiful pure, unreasoning hate.
Like you, I too am a fan of hate and unreason, and thank my
lucky stars that they no longer lock such enlightened folks as
you and I in institutions, but allow us to move freely and unmedicated among the community to write for newspapers
and idolize our mutual heroes- George Bush, Tony Blair, Pol
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Pot, Joe Stalin etc and heap hatred upon those wicked
thought criminals like Toben, who, it must be said,
committed no crime under UK - USA or laws of most Asian
countries but this just proves how evil and un enlightened
these nations are. Kill them all and Toben too lest truth
spreads further, don’t you agree? I’m sure you do.
Posted by John Baylon | November 5, 2010, 10:31
Mr. Toben is entitled to his opinion. History is a tricky area.
There are often two contradictory versions of a single
historical event, depending on who wrote it. Personally, I
believe the Holocaust to be a hoax propagated by demented
so called “survivors”. You could disagree with me. I believe
that 911 was a crime covered up by rogue elements in the
US government. You could disagree with me. The only
difference is that 911 could be thoroughly investigated, while
Holohoax rebuttal cannot, due to the difficulty of digging out
old evidence.
Posted by M. Hegazi | November 5, 2010, 11:17
Leave my altar boy Tony alone, he busy with my flock of lads
in the pulpit with me.
Posted by Cardinal Pell | November 5, 2010, 13:09
@very old: no, just old age pension day next Thursday.
Posted by Fredrick Toben | November 5, 2010, 14:10
How is that, in a free society one cannot question an event.
One thinks, what have they got to hide. If something really
happened like the claimed Holocaust why not allow an open
discussion with facts and evidence that prove without any
doubt such an avent accured, instead of committing hate
crimes against thoughs who ask legitimate questions.
Posted by Jed Mackin | November 5, 2010, 14:51
[...] [...]

Posted by Fredrick Toben and
Stormfront | November 6, 2010, 2:12

Tony

Abbott

-

***
http://www.vexnews.com/news/11405/friends-like-theseaustralias-leading-anti-semite-claims-tony-abbott-and-he-goback-a-long-time/
This response has as yet NOT been published by vexnews:

From: michael
To: editor@vexnews.com
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 6:34 PM
Subject: Fred Toben/Tony Abbott
~~It might have been best for Abbott to turn his back
on the leading Holocaust denier and convicted criminal
~~
Mr Landeryou, you will note by the photo that Tony Abbott
knows very well whose hand he was shaking, but he has
common courtesy which you clearly are deficient in.
Back in June one Jewish Jeff Prager - article below - wrote a
long but pivotal article about the Holocaust, saying that after
having investigated it for himself having seen the number
tatoos on now long departed relatives, he came to the
conclusion that it NEVER happened - his caps.
Mr Landeryou, why not do a piece on Jeff Prager, urging the
authorities in the United States to set aside the 1st
Amendment in this extraordinary special case of Holocaust
Denial to have him declared a criminal awaiting conviction ?
I mean if a Jew can be a Holocaust Denier, why can't a
Gentile?
But, Mr Landeryou, if you are to eat well, you know where
your nose has to be firmly planted.
Michael Mazur, Brunswick Vic

______________________________
From: PB
Sent: Friday, 5 November 2010 2:58 PM
To: Fredrick Töben
Subject: Re: Strange case of Dr Toben and Mr Abbott
Frederick, you are a real touchstone, the stone of truth. That
hard abrasive rock upon which false gold was scratched and
shown for what it was.
The real philosopher's stone which defines the beauty of
truth and the uselessness of the dross.

While I am still too close to the dross around me to be nice
to them, I do have pity for them, such mindless tools of the
dark. And they think they are free!
Unfortunately the touchstone itself can be worn away, even
as water wears hard rock. But the living truth / touchstone is
immortal as it will always be reborn, rediscovered, and work
better than before. It is not a mindless tool but a living
process.
Your example restores and resurrects us all.
Regards, Peter B

_________________________________________

With Paul-Eric Blanrue, against the Gayssot Act and for Vincent Reynouard
‘It's wrong when we are denied the right to challenge common beliefs or culture, especially when
everyone knows that the books are written by the victors. It doesn't stem from hate to say “I don't
believe” whatever. This anti free speech stuff always irks me. This is nothing like a call to violent
action even.’ – Steve Wozniak
That is the comment with which Steve Wozniak, co-founder
of
Apple
Computers
(see
his
biography
at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Wozniak/ , has recently
accompanied his signature of the petition launched in France
by historian Paul-Eric Blanrue against the Gayssot Act and in
favour of Vincent Reynouard. The Gayssot Act of July 13,
1990 prohibits the diffusion of historical revisionism on pain
of imprisonment and fine. On the grounds of this law,
Vincent Reynouard, aged 41 and a father of eight, was in
2007 sentenced to one year in prison without probation and
ordered to pay about €70,000 for having written a 16-page
pamphlet entitled Holocauste ?Cequel'onvous cache...
(“Holocaust? What’s being kept hidden from you...”).At the
request of the French authorities, who had issued a
“European arrest warrant” for him, he was arrested by the
Belgian police last July in Brussels, where he lived with his

family, then jailed in Belgium for over fifty days before being
extradited to France. He is now incarcerated in Valenciennes
in northern France. And throughout the Western world the
mainstream media ignore the fact that in France an honest
man, father of eight children, is serving a year in prison and
must pay €70,000 because he authored a piece of writing of
sixteen pages.
For his part Noam Chomsky has stated his position in a letter
against the Gayssot Act and in defence of Vincent
Reynouard. You may find that letter at
https://csvr.wordpress.com/2010/09/24/the-full-statementfrom-noam-chomsky-to-the-release-of-vincent-and-therepeal-of-the-law-gayssot/.
Currently there are a thousand signers of the petition.
I invite you to add your signature to theirs once you have
read the English version of the press release, posted
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at http://www.tellingfilms.netne.net/reynouard2010.htm
,
presenting Mr Reynouard’s case and showing the e-mail
address to which to send your name; please indicate your
place of residence and, if you wish, your profession.

Thank you.
Best wishes,
Robert Faurisson
November 5, 2010

________________________
The full statement from Noam Chomsky to the release of Vincent and the repeal of the law Gayssot

Publié le Vendredi 24 septembre 2010 by CSVR| Laisser un commentaire
I understand that Vincent Reynouard has been condemned
and jailed under the Gayssot law, and that a petition is being
circulated in protest against these actions. I know nothing
about Mr. Reynouard, but regard the Gayssot law as entirely
illegitimate, inconsistent with the basic principles of a free
society as these have been understood since the
Enlightenment. The law in effect grants the state the right
to determine historical truth and to punish departure from its
edicts, a principle reminiscent of the dark days of Stalinism
and Nazism. If the justification of the Gayssot law is to ban
“horrendous views“, or to protect the right to ”live free from
fear of an atmosphere” of prejudice and racism, then it
should be obvious that, if such laws were applied impartially,
they would criminalize a vast range of public discourse,
which, however despicable one may find it, should certainly
be permitted in a free society, and indeed is, with no
question being raised.
Accordingly, I would like to register my support for the
petition protesting the application of this law in this (or any)
case.
Noam Chomsky, September, 5th 2010.

***
In France, a writer, father of eight, is in prison for his
historical research. And nothing is said about it in the
so-called free press!

French author Vincent Reynouard
To sign a petition in defence of Vincent Reynouard's right to
free research and expression, please visit the petition site (in
French) at http://abrogeonslaloigayssot.blogspot.com/ or
send a message to the author of this communiqué, Mr PaulEric BLANRUE:
eugenie.blanrue@laposte.net
With a wife and eight children, the Frenchman Vincent
Reynouard, aged 41, is a chemical engineer by training, a
graduate of the ISMRA (“Institute of sciences of atomic
matter and radiation”) in Caen (Normandy). He readily
presents himself as a traditionalist Catholic and does not
hide his ultra-conservative political opinions. But, most
important, he publicly disputes, in his DVDs and writings, the
conventional version of Second World War history. He is one
of those researchers who declare themselves to be

"revisionists" and who are called "deniers" by others because
they do not believe in the existence of homicidal gas
chambers in the wartime German concentration camps.
In 2005, Reynouard wrote and sent to numerous tourism
offices, museums and town halls a 16-page brochure entitled
"Holocaust? Here’s what’s kept hidden from you…”, in which
he took a view altogether opposite to that of academic
history. French justice immediately pounced upon him.
His trial in 2007 at the criminal court in Saverne (Alsace)
resulted in a sentence of one year’s imprisonment, a fine of
10,000 euros and an order to pay damages of 3,000 euros to
the antiracist league “LICRA”. In June 2008 the court of
appeal in Colmar upheld the prison sentence and ordered
him to pay a total of 60,000 euros (a 20,000 euro fine,
damages, mandatory publication of the ruling and court
fees). Severity as never seen before.
Since he resides in Belgium, France launched a European
arrest warrant for Reynouard in order to make him serve the
prison sentence ordered by the Colmar court. On July 9th he
was imprisoned by the Belgian police, pending his extradition
to France. All of which leads him to say: "When people can
think of no other way but imprisonment to get rid of a verbal
opponent, it’s because they have no arguments."
Conclusion: A 41-year-old father of eight is currently in
prison for his historical research, because of the Gayssot Act.
This Act of the French parliament (“article 24bis” of the law
governing the press), having come into effect upon
publication in the Journal Officiel on July 14th 1990, prohibits
the "disputing (...) of the existence of one or more crimes
against humanity as defined by Article 6 of the Charter of
the International Military Tribunal [known as the Nuremberg
Tribunal] in annex to the London Agreement of August 8th,
1945."
In my book Sarkozy, Israël et les Juifs (Oser Dire publishers,
[Belgium], 2009), I recall that this freedom-killing law has
been strongly criticised in the past by such personalities as
the French academician Simone Veil; the Permanent
Secretary of the French Academy, Hélène Carrère
d'Encausse; the government ministers Jean Foyer, Jacques
Toubon, Alain Peyrefitte; the historians Henri Amouroux,
Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Annie Kriegel, Francois Furet, Alain
Besançon, Jacques Willequet and François Bédarida; the
founder of the Hannah Arendt Research Institute, Chantal
Delsol; the 1988 Nobel laureate for economics, Maurice
Allais; the writers Michel Tournier, Louis Pauwels, Michel
Houellebecq, Philip Murray, Jean Daniel, Vladimir Volkoff,
Michel Rachline and Alain Robbe-Grillet; the judges Philippe
Bilger, Alain Marsaud and Raoul Béteille; the legal scholars
Olivier Duhamel, Anne-Marie Le Pourhiet, Emmanuelle
Duverger, André Decoq and Guy Carcassonne; the lawyers
Jacques Vergès and John Bastardi Daumont; the philosopher
Paul Ricœur; the comedian Bruno Gaccio; defenders of the
freedom of expression like the founder of Reporters Sans
Frontières Robert Ménard (who denounces it as a "thought
police") and Gabriel Cohn-Bendit; the journalists Dominique
Jamet, Delfeil de Ton, Alain Rollat, Albert du Roy, Philippe
Tesson, Jacques Julliard and Ivan Rioufol; also by the former
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president of the Ligue des droits de l’homme, historian
Madeleine Rebérioux. Abroad, the American linguist Noam
Chomsky has declared himself an absolute opponent of it.
For the Belgian physicist and intellectual Jean Bricmont, "the
Gayssot Act is a legal regression of several centuries”. As for
Presidents Hugo Chávez and Mahmoud Ahmadinedjad, they
have strongly condemned the repression
epression resulting from this
law.
Henceforth it falls to us to defend free expression in deed
and not just in theory. Why is no one heard publicly
denouncing the present fate of Vincent Reynouard? What are
Reporters Sans Frontières, Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch doing? No organ of the media, either
French or foreign, has informed public opinion of this case.
Such silence is abnormal.
Personally, I have decided to act as a historian and as a
citizen, and to make it known, through this press release,
how appalled I am at the fact that, in our country, we have a
man thrown into prison for his opinions, however unusual,
shocking and controversial they may be. Such treatment is
not worthy of France or her intellectual tradition. It is not for
the law to say how historical truth is set down: in a free
country, that is the task of historians. The Gayssot Act,
which restricts the historian’s freedom, is unworthy of a
democratic State; it is a wicked law. I therefore ask for its
immediate repeal.
I hope
pe to be joined soon by dozens, hundreds, thousands of
other people unable to remain indifferent in the face of a
scandal that seriously harms the image of France and flouts
the spirit of the Republic.
Those who wish to sign this communiqué along with me can
c
send me their names and contact information at the address
eugenie.blanrue@laposte.net.. It is not a question of
supporting Vincent Reynouard’s religious, political or
historical ideas but of defending his right to express them.
To challenge them, an open, democratic, fair and honest
debate will suffice.
We shall go over the results of this request for signatures
towards the end of September.
Meanwhile, thank you for circulating this text to the utmost
extent.

Paul-Eric
Eric Blanrue, Historian,
Founder of the research group Cercle Zététique,
Author of Sarkozy, Israël et les Juifs (Oser Dire
publishers, [Belgium], 2009)

*
***
PS: Vincent Reynouard can be contacted at the following
address.
Please note this is a new address, since M.
Reynouard has now been extradited
radited from Belgium to France
Monsieur Vincent Reynouard
N° 33034
Maison d’arrêt de Valenciennes
BP 80 455
F-59322
59322 VALENCIENNES Cedex
FRANCE
M. Reynouard is fluent is English and can receive mail,
though currently he is not allowed to receive stamps or
books.

_________________________________________________

Amy Aremia: WAKING UP TO A WORLD CURRENCY.
CURRENCY Saturday, 6 November 2010 1:10 AM
World leaders, American politicians, academics, and bankers
are not only debating the feasibility of a world currency, they
have the mechanisms in place to ensure its being. After a
recent G-20 conference, headlines around the world
announced the imminent arrival of a “new world order,” a
global currency, a world central bank and a planetary
monetary-policy
policy regime, the following heads of states
commented:
Zhou Xiaochuan, head of The People’s Bank
Ban of China and a
communist, authored a report last year calling for a world
fiat currency issued by the International Monetary Fund.

International Monetary Fund boss Dominique Strauss
Strauss-Kahn,
an admitted socialist, is one of the most well known
advocates of a global fiat currency issued by the institution
he leads,
President of the European Central Bank, Jean
Jean-Claude Trichet
is one of the primary engineers of the emerging global
globalgovernance structure and an important coordinator of global
monetary policy. The
e BIS, the central bank of central banks,
which was almost disbanded for supporting the Nazis, is
becoming increasingly powerful, along with global financial
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regulatory institutions. And for Trichet, this is a positive
development.
If all the advocates of a world fiat currency, if all the elites
pushing for global government, get their way, the world will
accept a planetary fiat currency issued by a world central
bank---a fiat currency not back by a precious commodity like
gold.
After World War II the world’s financial system was in
disarray. Political leaders and financial heads met at Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, USA, from July 1st to the 20th in
1944, to plan the post-war economic order. Economist John
Maynard Keynes, who sold the US government on deficit
spending, and the British government, proposed the creation
of a world currency called the “Bancor,” and the U.S.
government proposed a world currency to be known as
“Unitas,” but the schemes never took off for a lot of
reasons. Instead, the Bretton Woods agreement resulted in
the U.S. Dollar…. Its value at the time tied to gold.
In 1971 a new system emerged, money was no longer
backed by gold, but by trust and other commodities, and
through the power of the Federal Reserve, by creating
money, making the dollar less stable.
In June of this year, French President Nicolas Sarkozy saying
world powers should think together about a new
international currency system, concluding that the world’s
financial system was outdated, and should be replaced. “We
all need to think about the foundations for a new
international system. We’ve been based on the Bretton
Woods institutions of 1945 when our American friends were
the only super power.”
In terms of the international monetary system, European
Central Bank boss Jean-Claude Trichet said central banks
around the world are already able to take quick, decisive and

coordinated action in short notice. We need a set of rule in
terms of the International monetary system. But a crisis
shows gaps in the system of global governance, in terms of
both efficiency and legitimacy have to be filled, pointing out
that the process was already going on.
The significant transformation of a system of a global finance
and world governance is moving decisively to this
transformation three facts: The emergence of the G-20 as
the prime group for global economic governance at the level
of ministers, governors, heads of state or government.
The establishment of the Global Economy meeting of central
bank governors under the auspices of the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS), as the prime group for the
governance of central bank cooperation.
The extension of Financial Stability Board membership to
include all the systemic emerging market economies.
Trichet added, “Global governance is of the essence to
improve decisively the resilience of the global financial
system. The crisis has driven an historic change in the
framework of global governance.”
Currency manipulation by the United States Federal
Reserve’s version of a central bank, international authorities
have become increasingly vocal about the supposed need for
a world fiat currency controlled by a single world central
bank. The United Nations and the International Monetary
Fund are the most prominent considered.
Earlier in 2009 a UN panel called for talks on setting up a
new international monetary system and moving away from
the dollar. The calls are only becoming more frequent and
respected as time goes on, and the American currency
systematically being devalued.
Reference: The New American, (September 27, 2010
edition- pages 10 -15)

____________________________________________________
From A.I. Archive: Töben wrote this sometime in August 2002
before he travelled to Jordan in March 2003, before the WMD lie started the Iraq invasion”
Fredrick Töben: Doom and Gloom No More!
Krema II de-commissioned as a homicidal gas
chamber.
The latest revisionist work from the so-called German
establishment comes from Fritjof Meyer, 70, one of the
senior editors of Germany's leading weekly news magazines
Der Spiegel. Published in the respected Osteuropa states:
1. In Auschwitz half a million people were murdered, of
those about 356.000 were gassed".
2. The actual genocide probably took place mainly in the
restructured farm houses outside of the camp; only recently
the foundations were discovered of the first , the ‘white
house’ or ‘Bunker I’.Meyer has as yet not been hauled before
a German court for 'defaming the memory of the dead'!
Of course for Revisionists this kind of fiddling with the
numbers and buildings is nothing new. It is still telling lies
about that gassing allegation at Auschwitz.
However, if the Meyer statement stands, then the Auschwitz
Museum will again have to change its 20 plaques, as it did
when the official 4 million number was reduced to 1-1.5
million in 1989. It will also have to remove the sign that
states Krema II was a homicidal gas chamber.
In 1997 I crawled down into the remains of Krema II - in
1999 I spent seven months in a German prison for having
stated on our website that this is not a homicidal gas
chamber. During my trial at Mannheim, the public prosecutor
maintained that there were two Zyklon-B gas insertion holes
in the roof - contrary to the orthodox version.

Prof Robert Jan van Pelt, expert witness at the Irving trial in
2000, stated that the alleged 'four' square holes were in fact
the size of tennis balls.
In his latest book, The Case for Auschwitz. Evidence
from the Irving Trial, van Pelt discards the tennis ball size
holes and reverts to the four square holes, something Meyer
rejects outright because he has latched on to the farm
house.
Now an authoritative source states this mortuary- Krema II was never a homicidal gas chamber. So much for the
'Holocaust' lie. Dr Robert Faurisson's "No Holes, No
'Holocaust"', is still in vogue, and Professor Arthur Butz has
his basic thesis confirmed - again! Udo Walendy and Wilhelm
Staeglich are vindicated - Ernst Zündel, et al, can breathe
easy. Dr Joel Hayward's Canterbury MA(hon) thesis stands
on firm ground. Is there anyone who will run with the farm
house gassings? David Irving thinks he'll run with that story.
Will the 'Holocaust' liars now cease their work and admit
they have been a part of a massive extortion racket and a
vicious libel campaign against the Germans?
Hardly, at least not while this 'Holocaust' lie serves the
purpose of upholding the Zionist-apartheid-racist state of
Israel. Devoid of all moral and intellectual integrity, the
'Holocaust' liars will invent another story - to keep the Shoah
Business going.
That's life - while the morally and intellectually bankrupt
upholders of this lie flourish within government institutions.

_________________________________

The Victim-Aggressor Mentality Exposed
‘We will never forgive the Arabs for forcing us to hurt their children.’
Golda Meir, Prime Minister of Israel 17 March 1969 – 3 June 1974
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Will Jones remove Töben’s heart?
Please view the latest on www.adelaideinstitute.org

Jeremy Shaun Jones - self appointed guardian of The
Holocaust Lie wants his pound of flesh!

***
From: "Fredrick Toben" toben@toben.biz
Date: November 2, 2010 12:19:40 AM PDT (CA)
Subject: In matters of F Toben: Bankruptcy Notice

***

Creditor is Jeremy Jones C/- Slater & Gordon, Level 11, 51
Druitt Street, SYDNEY NSW 2000
(Tel:Fax: (02) 8267 0626 ) (Fax: (02) 82670650)
I have 21 days after service to pay up or make
arrangements to the creditor’s satisfaction for settlement of
the debt.
Applying to extend the time for compliance Applying to set aside the Bankruptcy Notice ----------------------------------Bankruptcy Notice
To Mr Gerald Frederick Toben
WATTLE PARK SA
------------------------------Court Details
Court
Local Court of NSW,
List
Certificates [LC]
Registry
Sydney Downing Centre,
Case Number 2010/10/00318416.
Title of proceedings
First Plaintiff JEREMY JONES
First Defendant GERALD FREDERICK TOBEN
Date of Judgment/Order
Date made or given 24 September 2010
Date entered 24 September 2010
Terms of Judgment/Order
Judgment: GERALD FREDERICK TOBEN, First Defendant
is to pay
JEREMY JONES, First Plaintiff
the sum of $56513.72
Seal and Signature
Signature
Capacity Registrar
Date
12 October 2010.

1. Just a general send to indicate Jeremy Jones wants
his pound of flesh –
2. I have just received a bankruptcy notice from
Jeremy Jones who is seeking $56,513.72 costs.
3. This is interesting because I was not notified that
this action was afoot, and that is usually called
perpetrating ‘a legal ambush’.
4. Solicitor at Slater & Gordon, Steven Lewis, who
handled this Jones –v- Töben matter before the
Federal Court of Australia, stood as a Labor Party
endorsed candidate in the electorate of Wentworth –
against successful Malcolm Turnbull – and stated in
his publicity flyer he worked pro-bono for the
Australian Jewish community on the Holocaust-denier
Fredrick Töben case.
5. Any comment from anyone?
Fredrick Töben
________________________________________

Mike Durakiewicz: Radical professor denies Holocaust, November 4, 2010
It’s worse than you think. Kaukab Siddique, associate
professor of English at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania, is
an Islamic radical who demonizes Jews, mocks Holocaust
victims and calls on Muslims to “liberate” Jerusalem.

During a Labor Day rally in our nation’s capital, Siddique
branded Zionism as “racism,” “genocide” and “terrorism” and
called on Muslims to “unite and rise up against this hydraheaded monster.” “Anyone who considers Israel a legitimate
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entity,” says the professor, “is a Zionist. Each one of us
should be prepared to liberate Jerusalem,” he blasted. “The
Koran is a book in which there is no doubt. It does not beat
around the bush,” Siddique added in a word of warning, “To
the Jews, I would say, see what could happen to you if the
Muslims wake up.”
The professor’s calls for the next Holocaust go hand in hand
with his views on the last one. “Secret extermination of six
million people was not possible,” he wrote in a December
2009 e-mail. “Now ask yourself, where did the bodies of Six
Million (sic) go?”
“Notice that Jews wiped out entire PALESTINIAN villages but
failed to hide the atrocties (sic) in spite of their control of the
media.”
To call Siddique “cozy” with anti-Semitic conspiracy theories
would be an understatement: “The Germans were against
Jews for their key positions in Communism. The Jews, as in
America today, controlled the entire economy. You have not
read the Jewish Holocaust stories,” declared the professor.
“They are quite funny because they contradict each other.

The Jews-Communists in the camps were well organized and
sent propaganda to the outside world.”
But the professor’s activities don’t stop at Jew-bashing and
Holocaust denial. In a 2002 speech to the New Black Panther
Party, he declared that the United States was “at war with
Islam” and expressed his camaraderie for Islamic terrorists.
“I really loved it,” he said, referring to an extremist rally in
Pakistan. “You now have women sending their children for
Jihad.”
One gets the flavor of what kind of a person Kaukab
Siddique is fairly quickly. Despite outrage from AntiDefamation League and an open letter from two state
senators, Lincoln University President Ivory V. Nelson
ensured the public that the anti-Semite will stay right where
he is: “Dr. Siddique has made it apparent that his opinions
are his own and not part of the curriculum.”
— Mike Durakiewicz is a junior in the College of Arts and
Science. She can be reached at
michal.m.durakiewicz@vanderbilt.edu
http://www.insidevandy.com/drupal/node/15381

***
‘In order to bring about the destruction of the richest, the most powerful, the most glorious and the most
flourishing states, nothing is necessary beyond the restricted liberty of opinion’
– Pope Gregory XVI, 1572-1585

*******

From: giuseppefurioso@aol.com
To: letters@nytimes.com
Sent: Fri, 5 Nov 2010 11:28
Subject: '' Italians and the Holocaust...Let's Spread the Guilt ''
To The Editor,
So now it's Italy's turn to accept some of the responsibility
for the killing of six million of God's favorites, ( Scholars
Reconsidering Italy's Treatment of Jews in the Nazi Era: NY
Times, Nov.5, 2010). The '' scholars " of course are all Jews
although the article itself is written by what appears to be an
Italian-American shill of the Jews named Paul Vitello. What
was initially portrayed as a crime of the Nazis is gradually
morphing into a crime for which all mankind is guilty. Only
the other day I saw a book in my local library about the role
played by the Palestinians and last year there was one about
the Japanese. What's next, The Masai, the Inuits, the
Sri Lankans and the Bolivians? The agenda is clear, if all of
mankind is in someway guilty, then all mankind is morally
indebted to the Jews and that monstrous racist theocracy
Israel that they created following World War ll. -- joe

***
Being happy–is it good for the Jews? “Before Professor
Dershowitz accused me of being an anti-Semite (news to
me), I was a happy person. Since then, I’m still a happy
person”. –Michael Santomauro
An antisemite condemns people for being Jews, I am
not an antisemite.--Michael Santomauro

***
Most of us are mentally trapped to think Jewish.

Actually, it is safe to say that virtually every mainstream
publication or or other type of media organ is "nothing more
than a screen to present chosen views." The great battle
over the last century has been a battle for the mind of the
Western peoples, i.e., non-Jewish Euros. The chosen won it
by acquiring control over essentially the complete
mainstream news, information, education and entertainment
media of every type, and using that control to infuse and
disseminate their message, agenda and worldview, their way
of thinking, or rather the way they want us to think. Since at
least the 1960s this campaign has been effectively complete.
Since then they have shaped and controlled the minds of all
but a seeming few of us in varying degree with almost no
opposition or competition from any alternative worldview. So
now most of us are mentally trapped in the box the chosen
have made for us, which we have lived in all our lives. Only a
few have managed to avoid it or escape it, or to even
sometimes see outside of it, and so actually "think outside of
the (Jewish) box." --Michael Santomauro
Thank you and remember:
Peace is patriotic!
Michael Santomauro
253 W. 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
Call anytime: 917-974-6367
E-mail me anything:
ReporterNotebook@Gmail.com

_____________________________________

International Conference on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial, Dublin, Ireland
This conference will address the core issues of antisemitism and Holocaust denial, but will also include some
academic or research challenges on the themes of denial in general, the psychology of denial and also myth. The
programme for the conference demonstrates the interdisciplinary nature of the conference: antisemitism,
Holocaust denial, History, Philosophy, Legal and Ethical dimensions.
From: HET Ireland info@hetireland.org
To: toben@toben.biz
Sent: Saturday, 30 October 2010 1:45 AM
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Subject: International Conference on Antisemitism and
Holocaust Denial
Dear Dr Toben,
We are unable to accept your registration and we are
returning your cheque.
Yours sincerely,
Lynn Jackson
Chief Executive
Holocaust Education Trust Ireland, Clifton House,
Lower Fitzwilliam Street
Dublin 2, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 6690593. Email: info@hetireland.org
http://www.hetireland.org

***
From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
Date: Sun, Oct 31, 2010 at 2:34 AM
Subject:
TOBEN'S
Registration
DENIED
–
International Conference on Antisemitism and
Holocaust Denial - DUBLIN 18-19 November2010
To: HET Ireland info@hetireland.org
Cc: Adelaide Institute info@adelaideinstitute.org

Dear Chief Executive Lynn Jackson
Please, I pray, advise me:
1. Why am I not permitted to attend your most interesting
Holocaust conference in Dublin this month?
2. I see the conference theme emphasises denialism. Is it
safe to presume there will also be academic papers presented
that explore truth-content of what passes as Holocaust-Shoah
narrative?
3. Will the conference also expose the many fanciful stories
told by survivors, for example the notorious Herman
Rosenblat story featured on the Oprah Winfrey Show? - see
item below.
4. In view of the conference’s ‘antisemitic’ emphasis, will
there also be a focus on the Talmud-generated hatred of

things not Jewish? For example, will you focus on Jewish
supremacism as recently expressed by Chief Rabbi Ovadia
Josef of Jerusalem: ‘Gentiles exist only to serve Jews’?
5. I am interested in Professor Meir Litvak, Center for Iranian
Studies, Tel Aviv University, who will speak on ‘Antisemitism
in Iran and Holocaust denial’. Will there be scholars from Iran
attending this International conference?
6. Of particular interest for me is Prof Robert Wistrich’s
‘Holocaust denial and inversion’ because I have observed
how Holocaust inversion has totally gripped the HolocaustShoah narrative, which makes it another form of nihilism.
This would explain why in a number of countries individuals,
who refuse to believe in its narrative, are labelled ‘deniers’,
‘haters’, ‘antisemites’, ‘racists’, ‘neo-Nazis’, ‘xenophobes’,
even ‘terrorists’ – and often imprisoned. It seems to me that
an open discussion is thus feared by those who believe in the
Holocaust-Shoah narrative on account of their personal
Holocaust inversion problem, which then becomes a
pathological lethal obsession fuelled by a self-serving
victim mentality that cannot tolerate anyone asking
questions. Hence the need to criminalize those individuals
who refuse to adopt the Holocaust inversion mindset.
Perhaps you can pass on my thoughts to Professor Wistrich
for comment.
7. While I still have your attention, could you please ask
Professor Robert Jan van Pelt whether he still stands by the
statement he and Deborah Dwork made in their 1996 book:
Auschwitz: From 1270 to the present, where at pages
363-64 they state that Auschwitz I-Stammlager never had a
homicidal gas chamber, and the one that is shown to visitors
is merely a symbolic representation of the homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz II-Birkenau?
Although I am saddened by the fact that I am not permitted
to attend I wish you and your conference all the best.
Sincerely
Dr Fredrick Töben, Adelaide, Australia.

________________________________________

International Conference
on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial
18 – 19 November 2010

PROGRAMME
WEDNESDAY 17 NOVEMBER 2010
18.00 Welcome reception, Department of Foreign Affairs –
address by Minister
THURSDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2010
08.30-09.00 Registration
09.00-09.30 Opening of conference and welcome, HETI and
Minister
09.30-11.00 SESSION 1: MODES AND MEDIUMS
09.30-09.50 Paper 1: Antisemitism, Catholic Traditionalists
and the Vatican – Mark Weitzman, Simon Wiesenthal Center,
New York
09.50-10.10 Paper 2: Holocaust denial and inversion
Prof Robert Wistrich, Head of the Vidal Sassoon International
Center for the Study of Antisemitism, Hebrew University,
Jerusalem.
10.10-11.00 Discussion Chair/commentator: Prof Alan
Kramer, Department of European History, TCD
11.00-11.30 COFFEE BREAK

11.30 -13.00 SESSION 2: OLD AND NEW FORMS OF
ANTISEMITISM
11.30-11.50 Paper 3: An ‘Indelible Stigma’? Christianity and
Antisemitism – Dr Christian Wiese, Martin Buber-Professor in
Jewish Philosophy, University of Frankfurt
11.50-12.10 Paper 4: Antisemitism in Iran and Holocaust
denial – Prof Meir Litvak, Center for Iranian Studies, Tel Aviv
University
12.10-13.00 Discussion Chair/commentator: Dr Zuleika
Rodgers, Herzog Centre, TCD
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.30 SESSION 3: EVALUATING ANTISEMITISM
14.00-14.20 Paper 5: Nazi Propaganda for the Arab World
during World War II and Its Aftereffects
Dr Jeffrey Herf, Professor of History, University of Maryland
14.20-14.40 Paper 6: The Resurgence of Antisemitism - An
Alternative Perspective – Dr Tony Kushner, Marcus Sieff
Professor of the History of Jewish/non Jewish relations,
Parkes Institute, University of Southampton.
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14.40-15.30 Discussion Chair/commentator: Prof. Anthony
McElligott, Department of History, University of Limerick
15.30-16.00 COFFEE BREAK
16.00-17.50 SESSION 4: MYTH AND HISTORY
16.00-16.20 Paper 7: Different forms of denial, old and new
forms of hatred of the Jews – Dr Elhanan Yakira, Schulman
Professor of Philosophy, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
16.20-16.40 Paper 8: Antisemitism in contemporary
Germany – Dr Werner Bergmann, Professor at the Centre for
Research on Antisemitism, Berlin
16.40-17.00 Paper 9: Jews, Engagement in the Nation-State
and some sources of Political Antisemitism – Prof Pierre
Birnbaum, University of Paris
17.00-17.50 Discussion Chair/commentator: Dr Stephan
Malinowski, School of History & Archives, UCD
18.15-19.15 DINNER – Commons on campus, TCD
19.30-21.00 KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND PUBLIC LECTURE
Emmet Theatre,Trinity College Dublin
A Lethal Obsession: Antisemitism from Antiquity to Global
Jihad – Prof Robert Wistrich, Head of the Vidal Sassoon
International Center for the Study of Antisemitism, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem.
FRIDAY 19 NOVEMBER 2010
09.00-10.30 SESSION 5: LEGAL AND ETHICAL
DIMENSIONS
09.00-09.20 Paper 10: Holocaust denial and freedom of
speech – Dr Deborah Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern
Jewish and Holocaust Studies, Emory University
09.20-09.40 Paper 11: Stealing the Holocaust from the
Jews"? - The Holocaust as a Metaphor in Public Discourse
Dr. Esther Webman, The Stephen Roth Institute for the
Study of Antisemitism and Racism, & the Dayan Center for
Middle East and African Study,Tel Aviv University

09.40-10.00 Paper 12: Soft denial in different political and
social areas on the web – Dr. Juliane Wetzel, Centre for
Research on Antisemitism, Berlin
10.00-10.50 Discussion Chair/commentator: Prof. Robert
Gerwarth, School of History & Archives, UCD
10.50-11.10 COFFEE BREAK
11.10 -13.00 SESSION 6: IMPACTS
11.10-11.30 Paper 12: Holocaust Scholarship in the Wake of
Holocaust Denial – Dr Robert Jan van Pelt, Professor of
Cultural History, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
11.30-11.50 Paper 13: Islamist Frustrated Expressions of
Grievance, or Islamization of Antisemitism? – Prof. Dr.
Bassam Tibi, Professor Emeritus for International Relations
University of Göttingen
11.50-12.10 Paper 14: Psychology of denial – Dr Stanley
Cohen, Professor Emeritus, London School of Economics
12.10-13.00 Discussion Chair/commentator: Prof Jeffrey
Herf, University of Maryland, USA
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-16.00 SESSION 7: PANEL DISCUSSION
14.00-16.00 Discussion Chair/commentator: Prof Anthony
McElligott, University of Limerick
Contributors:
Dr Tony Kushner, Parkes Institute, University of
Southampton
Dr Deborah Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish and
Holocaust Studies, Emory University
Dr Dina Porat, Professor of Jewish History, Tel Aviv
University
Dr Elhanan Yakira, Schulman Professor of Philosophy,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem
16.00-16.30 Official closing and farewell HETI and
government department.

***

International Conference on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial
The Chairperson and Board of Trustees
Have much pleasure in inviting you to join us for the
Conference Dinner
On Friday 19 November 2010 at 7.30pm
In Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2.
After dinner address: Professor Jeffrey Herf
RSVP Cover Charge €65

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
Please print out and complete this form and send to:
Holocaust Education Trust Ireland,
Clifton House, Lower Fitzwilliam Street,
Dublin 2, Ireland.
For registration contact: info@hetireland.org owww.hetireland.org
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